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SYMBEXNET: Testing Network Protocol
Implementations with Symbolic Execution
and Rule-Based Specifications
JaeSeung Song, Member, IEEE, Cristian Cadar, Member, IEEE, and Peter Pietzuch, Member, IEEE
Abstract—Implementations of network protocols, such as DNS, DHCP and Zeroconf, are prone to flaws, security vulnerabilities and
interoperability issues caused by developer mistakes and ambiguous requirements in protocol specifications. Detecting such problems
is not easy because (i) many bugs manifest themselves only after prolonged operation; (ii) reasoning about semantic errors requires a
machine-readable specification; and (iii) the state space of complex protocol implementations is large. This article presents a novel
approach that combines symbolic execution and rule-based specifications to detect various types of flaws in network protocol
implementations. The core idea behind our approach is to (1) automatically generate high-coverage test input packets for a network
protocol implementation using single- and multi-packet exchange symbolic execution (targeting stateless and stateful protocols,
respectively) and then (2) use these packets to detect potential violations of manual rules derived from the protocol specification, and
check the interoperability of different implementations of the same network protocol. We present a system based on these techniques,
SYMBEXNET, and evaluate it on multiple implementations of two network protocols: Zeroconf, a service discovery protocol, and DHCP, a
network configuration protocol. SYMBEXNET is able to discover non-trivial bugs as well as interoperability problems, most of which have
been confirmed by the developers.
Index Terms—Symbolic execution, network security, testing, interoperability testing
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1

INTRODUCTION

I

MPLEMENTATIONS of network protocols used today, such
as DNS [36], Zeroconf [44] and Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) [14] are often prone to errors. Ambiguities in network protocol specifications can cause
different interpretations by developers, leading to bugs and
interoperability problems in the corresponding implementations of network services. The complexity of network protocols makes errors difficult to detect, even for well-studied
and mature protocols: errors may only manifest themselves
after complex sequences of network packets [30]. For example, DNS server implementations that are vulnerable to
cache poisoning attacks [12] only exhibit problems in specific scenarios. The impact of such vulnerabilities can be
severe though, and the cost of fixing them can be high.
Although a large body of work has focused on finding
software errors, existing techniques have significant weaknesses when applied to network protocol implementations
because (i) many bugs manifest themselves only after prolonged operation in a production network; (ii) reasoning
about semantic errors in network protocol implementations
requires a machine-readable specification of the intended
protocol behaviour; and (iii) the state space of complex network protocol implementations is large.
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In this article, we describe SYMBEXNET, a new approach
that combines symbolic execution [25]—a program analysis
technique that can generate inputs that explore multiple
paths in a program—with rule-based specifications to check
automatically a network protocol implementation against
its specification and discover various types of errors, which
would be hard to detect manually.
SYMBEXNET takes as input the C source code of a network
protocol implementation and a set of rules, which define
correct and incorrect behaviour. Developers derive rules
manually from the protocol specification and express them
in a high-level packet stream language, which states invalid
patterns in the sequence of packets exchanged between a
client and a server. The language permits rules to refer to
packet header fields and their relationship within a packet
stream. Rules can be extracted easily from Request For
Comments (RFC) network protocol specifications [4], thus
encoding the externally-visible behaviour of a network protocol in terms of input and output packets.
Using symbolic execution, SYMBEXNET generates an
exhaustive set of input packets that achieve a broad and
deep exploration of the program state space. To scale up to
large protocol implementations, SYMBEXNET mixes concrete
and symbolic execution: for a broad exploration, it considers
in turn all combinations of fields as symbolic, running each
combination for a fixed amount of time. For a deep exploration, in order to detect errors that require complex packet
exchanges to reach a given network protocol state, SYMBEXNET
repeatedly performs symbolic execution with additional
packets sent in multiple rounds. SYMBEXNET then natively
executes the implementation on all generated test packets
and checks whether the implementation correctly handles
them according to the specification rules.
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Fig. 1. Relationship between protocol, specification and implementation.

In addition, SYMBEXNET can use the generated test input
packets to check the interoperability of different implementations of the same network protocol. After a set of test input
packets was generated from a network implementation,
SYMBEXNET executes the packets against all available implementations and reports any differences as potential errors.
We empirically evaluate a prototype implementation of
SYMBEXNET with multiple network protocol implementations. We are able to generate high-coverage test input packets and detect low-level errors leading to crashes. We find
hard-to-detect errors that lead to incorrect protocol behaviour, such as generating unintended response packets for
test inputs, by using the rules derived from the protocol
specifications. Our experiments also reveal that multiple
implementations of the same protocol can behave differently resulting in interoperability problems.
In summary, the main contributions of this article are as
follows:
1)

2)

An approach that uses symbolic execution combined
with rule-based network protocol specifications to
automatically generate high-coverage test packets
and find semantic errors in network protocol implementations. Our approach enhances symbolic execution to allow it to explore network protocol
implementations efficiently: by mixing concrete and
symbolic execution and generating multiple rounds
of test input packets, it is possible to achieve both a
broad and a deep exploration of the state space,
resulting in high source code coverage of the network protocol implementations.
Our experience implementing this approach,
together with an experimental evaluation on several
real-world network protocol implementations—
namely, five network daemons implementing the
Zeroconf and the DHCP specifications—where it
found 39 unique generic, semantic and interoperability errors (22 for Zeroconf and 17 for DHCP).

The next section provides background information. Section
3 gives an overview of the SYMBEXNET design, explaining how it
explores the state space of network protocol implementations
and how it generates high-coverage test input packets using
symbolic execution. Section 4 describes the rules that can be
derived from network protocol specifications; Section 5 examines interoperability testing (IOT) of different protocol implementations; and Section 6 presents our experimental results
and the errors discovered. The article finishes with a discussion
of related work (Section 7) and conclusions (Section 8).

2

BACKGROUND

We start by giving some background about the operation of
network protocols (Section 2.1) and the basics of symbolic
execution for generating test cases (Section 2.2).

Fig. 2. Packet format for DNS/Zeroconf.

2.1 Network Protocols
A network can be defined as a collection of entities interconnected by communication technologies that enable the
exchange of information [45]. The communicating entities
require an agreement to exchange information and such
agreements are called network protocols. The messages
exchanged by these entities are called packets, and a
sequence of packets is referred to as a a packet stream.
When a network protocol is designed, all the information
regarding methods, behaviour and packet formats are
described in documents, which form the protocol specification,
to be referenced by developers of a protocol implementation. In
UNIX and other operating systems, implementations of network protocols are called network daemons.
Fig. 1 illustrates the relationship between protocol, specification and implementation. When the requirements of a
protocol P are specified, they are described in a protocol
specification S, and the specification is implemented in I.
For example, the Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol is a
network configuration protocol for devices on TCP/IP networks which is described in several Request For Comments
documents that form the protocol specification [1], [14]. Several implementations of the specification exist, such as iscdhcp [20] and udhcp [13].
We give two examples of network protocols: Zeroconf and
DHCP. Both are widely used and implemented by different
vendors. They are used throughout the paper to demonstrate the various problems addressed by our approach.
Zeroconf. Zero-configuration networking [10] is a network discovery protocol that enables devices on an IP network to configure themselves and their services
automatically and be discovered without manual intervention. Zeroconf is a serverless implementation of the DNS
naming function built on top of standard DNS and uses the
same format of a DNS packet. It is used widely as part of
applications on the iOS and Android platforms.
Fig. 2 shows the packet format for DNS/ZeroConf. The
format describes different types of DNS messages, which
are processed based on the information of each field. The
format has a 12-byte fixed-length header in addition to a
variable data part reserved for “question”, “answer”,
“authority” and additional DNS information. DNS packets
also include fields with control flags.
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acknowledgement packet (DHCPACK), thus completing the
assignment process. Before leaving the network, the client
terminates the leased IP address by sending a packet that
requests to release the address to the DHCP server
(DHCPRELEASE). The server then returns the client’s IP
address to the available address pool.
For both protocols, if any step does not complete successfully, there are recovery actions specified by each protocol.

Fig. 3. Packet format for DHCP.

The Zeroconf protocol is defined as part of two RFC specifications: multicast DNS (mDNS) [10] and DNS-based Service Discovery (DNS-SD) [11]. The mDNS RFC covers basic
behaviour such as probing, announcements and responses
of Zeroconf; the DNS-SD RFC describes the structure of
resource records and service discovery mechanisms.
In Zeroconf, a new network service, such as a file server
or printer, is added as follows. First, a device selects a service instance name. It then sends a DNS packet registering a
new service to its local Zeroconf daemon. This causes the
Zeroconf daemon to send out a broadcasting DNS packet
three times to the network in order to probe if the service
name already exists. If there is no response, the daemon
starts to send a broadcasting DNS packet announcing the
new service at least twice.
DHCP. The Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol [14] is a
standard network protocol to obtain configuration parameters. Network devices that are connected to IP networks must
be configured before they can communicate with other hosts.
DHCP allows a server to assign network configuration
parameters dynamically, especially the IP address, to clients.
DHCP has eight types of packets, such as DHCPDISCOVERY
and DHCPOFFER. They share the same format but can be distinguished based on the values of certain fields in the packets.
DHCP is standardised in the RFC 2131 Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol [14]. The DHCP RFC describes the behaviour of a dynamic configuration service framework that passes
configuration information to hosts on a TCP/IP network.
Fig. 3 shows the format of a DHCP packet. The first 12
bytes of the DHCP packet are used to deliver basic information about messages and client types, such as hardware
type and address length. After that, the format has various
fields for IP addresses that are needed to provide an available IP address to clients.
When a DHCP-enabled client is connected to the network, the client sends a broadcast query packet (DHCPDISCOVER) requesting an IP address from a DHCP server. Any
DHCP server that receives the query may send a packet
(DHCPOFFER) offering an available IP address. The client
responds to the packet by sending a broadcast response
packet (DHCPREQUEST) accepting the offered IP address.
The server responds to the request packet with an

2.2 Symbolic Execution
The core idea behind symbolic execution [7], [8], [9], [17],
[18], [25] is to use symbolic values as input, instead of actual
data, and to represent values of program variables as symbolic expressions. As the program is executed, any statements that depend on the symbolic inputs are added as
symbolic constraints. When execution reaches a branch that
depends on the symbolic input, both potential paths are followed separately, adding the constraint that the branch condition is true or false, respectively.
Two pieces of information are associated with each
explored path: a symbolic map (SM) and a path condition
(PC). The SM associates symbolic values with program variables, and the PC is a first-order quantifier-free boolean formula involving relations between input variables, which
expresses the conditions necessary for following that path.
When the program terminates or encounters an error, the
current PC can be solved for concrete values, which form a
test case that follows that exact path.

3

SYMBEXNET DESIGN

We propose a new approach for checking network protocol
implementations using symbolic execution and rule-based
specifications. The main idea is to generate a set of test input
packets using symbolic execution to achieve high code coverage and replay them against an implementation, observing
potential violations of rules derived from the protocol specification. To overcome the challenge that network protocol
implementations often require complex packet exchanges in
order to exhibit particular behaviour that should be checked,
we devise two exploration methods, single- and multi-packet
exchange symbolic execution, that achieve broad and deep
exploration of the state space of a target implementation.

3.1 SYMBEXNET Overview
Our goal is to determine the compliance of a network protocol implementation with its protocol specification and the
interoperability with other implementations of the same
protocol. Our approach is simple to use, yet rigorous
enough to discover non-trivial bugs, providing an automated method to validate protocol implementations.
The SYMBEXNET design is shown in Fig. 4. When testing a
network protocol implementation with SYMBEXNET, there are
five steps, as labeled in the figure:
1)

Creation of packet rules (Section 4.1). The first step is to
develop a rule-based specification from a protocol
specification. The requirements describing behavioural properties of the protocol are extracted manually
from the protocol specification and expressed in
terms of the desired input-output behaviour (i.e., the
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Fig. 4. SYMBEXNET system design.

2)

3)

4)

5)

set of packets). SYMBEXNET provides a packet rule language to describe correct sequences of packets.
Generation of test packets (Section 3.3 and Section 3.4).
To validate as many packet rules as possible, SYMBEXNET generates a good set of test packets with high
code coverage. It uses symbolic execution to explore
a large number of code paths in the network protocol
implementation and, based on this, synthesises a set
of test input packets. To explore the state space
broadly, SYMBEXNET repeatedly marks parts of a
packet as symbolic. For deep exploration, it repeatedly performs symbolic execution on selected input
packets to generate sequences of test input packets.
Replay of test packets (Sections 3.3 and 3.4). The generated test packets are replayed on the original network implementation. Each test packet is sent to the
implementation in a controlled network environment, and the output packets generated by the
implementation are recorded, together with the
input packets, as a packet stream.
Validation of packet rules (Section 4.3). The captured
input and output packets from the previous step are
validated against the rule-based specification. SYMBEXNET translates the specification rules into a set of
non-deterministic finite automata (NFAs). Through
analysing all captured replay packets against each
NFA, SYMBEXNET detects rule violations.
Checking for interoperability (Section 5). To check if
multiple implementations of the same network protocol are interoperable, SYMBEXNET applies steps (2)
and (3) to each implementation. The generated
packet streams obtained from each implementation
are replayed on all implementations. To check for
interoperability, SYMBEXNET uses specific interoperability rules to compare the packets streams for discrepancies, while ignoring differences that are not
semantically meaningful, such as redundant packets
or different packet orderings.

3.2 Symbolic Execution and Exploration
SYMBEXNET executes the network protocol implementation
symbolically using the KLEE [7] symbolic execution engine,
available at http://klee.llvm.org.
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Symbolic data. The first decision regards the granularity at
which data is treated as symbolic. Operating at the level of
entire input packets may seem the natural choice, but this
creates a huge state space, which often causes symbolic execution to get stuck in parsing code, generating mostly
invalid packets that are discarded early by an implementation. Instead, we make use of the knowledge available from
the protocol specification and operate at the level of packet
fields. We consider in turn all combinations of fields as symbolic, running each combination for a fixed amount of time.
Symbolic packet injection. To perform symbolic execution,
symbolic packets must be “injected” into the network protocol implementation. An important issue is to decide how to
inject symbolic packets without requiring major changes to
the implementation. When a running implementation
receives a certain real input packet from our purposely-constructed test client (Section 6.3), the packet is intercepted by
SYMBEXNET, which marks all or parts of it as symbolic and
starts the symbolic execution process using the symbolic
execution engine.
Once symbolic packets are injected, symbolic execution
explores as many paths as possible within a given time budget. To maximise the chance of finding errors, our goal is to
achieve high coverage of the network implementation.
Below, we discuss two exploration strategies for network
protocol implementations that generate high-coverage test
input packets.

3.3 Single-Packet Exchange Symbolic Execution
(SPE-SE)
In single-packet exchange symbolic execution, SYMBEXNET performs symbolic execution on a single symbolic input packet.
SPE-SE is well suited for stateless network protocols that
treat each request independently. The checking process of
SYMBEXNET using SPE-SE is composed of two tasks, test
packet generation and test packet replay:
Test packet generation. To execute a network daemon symbolically, we first compile its source code to LLVM bitcode
[27], the low-level language used by the KLEE symbolic execution engine. When the LLVM-compiled daemon starts, it
behaves normally and waits for input. SYMBEXNET can then
send a specific test input packet to the daemon in order to
trigger symbolic execution. When the daemon receives this
test packet, SYMBEXNET intercepts the packet and marks
specified fields as symbolic.
For example, if the user provides an instruction to mark
the flags field as symbolic, SYMBEXNET replaces the concrete
value of this field within the packet with symbolic values
while keeping the other fields concrete. It then uses the symbolic execution engine to explore possible execution paths
corresponding to the various input packets having different
flags values. At the end of each execution path, it stores the
concrete test packet for a given path on disk.
Test packet replay. Generated test packets are then executed
(“replayed”) using the native version of the implementation.
This replay process is used to check the behaviour of the
implementation against the rule-based specification and to
confirm any previously-encountered generic errors. SYMBEXNET executes the implementation under the same conditions
under which the test packets were generated (e.g., using the
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Fig. 6. Program exploration for (a) SPE-SE and (b) MPE-SE.

Fig. 5. C program for a state machine in a typical network protocol
implementation.

The obvious solution to this problem is to consider multiple
packets as symbolic input. However, this approach is not
scalable because it typically increases the program search
space and the complexity of generated constraints exponentially with the input size.
To alleviate this problem, MPE-SE uses a combination of
concrete and symbolic execution: it uses the currently generated sequences of packets as input for the next round of
symbolic execution, which enables it to explore deep states
of the implementation more effectively.
When processing packet k, MPE-SE alternates between
concrete and symbolic execution as follows:
1)

same configuration parameters) so that any violations
detected during symbolic execution can be confirmed. When
the implementation executes in the configured environment,
SYMBEXNET selects a test input packet and then controls the
client so that it can send the test packet when the implementation is ready to receive it, such as after completing service
registrations. Replayed packets causing crashes of the implementation are reported during the replay process.
To validate the network protocol implementation,
SYMBEXNET records all network traffic, i.e., input and output
packets generated by the implementation and clients during
the replay. The captured traffic is used as an input to the
next step, rule validation (Section 4).

3.4

Multi-Packet Exchange Symbolic Execution
(MPE-SE)
SPE-SE is not suitable for checking stateful network protocol
implementations because the generated test packets cannot
explore code execution paths that are only reachable after
receiving more than one input packet. In order to overcome
this limitation, we propose multi-packet exchange symbolic
execution.
Motivating example. The code in Fig. 5 shows a simple
finite state machine (FSM) implementation, as used in many
network protocol implementations, such as DHCP, to handle incoming packets based on previously received packets.
When such code is run by SPE-SE with a single symbolic
packet, symbolic execution cannot explore the then side of
the if statement on line 19 because the branch condition
can become true only after processing the first packet. In
general, many network protocol implementations make
decisions based not only on information contained in the
current packet but also in previously received packets.

2)

3)

4)

Concrete execution. MPE-SE starts by replaying, in
turn, each sequence of k  1 concrete packets generated before.
Symbolic execution. On each of the paths explored in
step (1), if the implementation waits for a kth packet,
MPE-SE marks that packet as symbolic and executes
the implementation symbolically. Otherwise, the
path is terminated.
Update sequence tree. The packets generated at the end
of the previous step are inserted into a sequence tree,
to be used in step (1) of the next iteration.
Terminate. MPE-SE finishes after a predefined number of rounds or when it cannot find a packet
sequence that increases source code coverage further.

Fig. 6 shows graphically how SPE-SE and MPE-SE compare to each other.

4

RULE-BASED SPECIFICATIONS

Symbolic execution can automatically detect low-level
generic errors, such as buffer overflows or division-by-zero
errors. To discover semantic errors, we augment SYMBEXNET
with an expressive rule-based language, which can be used
to create network protocol specifications. Therefore, an
important step in using SYMBEXNET is to translate a standard
protocol specification, such as an RFC document, into a
rule-based specification.
We define behavioural violations using a rule-based language that matches incorrect sequences of packets. We
assume that the behaviour of an implementation consists of
the output packets that it emits in response to input packets.
In this black-box approach, we do not reason about the
internal state of the implementation, which means that
some parts of the specification cannot be encoded, but has
the advantage that rules are reusable across different
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implementations of the same protocol. This allows developers to identify and correct errors of translation and migration between different implementations of a specification.
We first show how rules are derived from specifications
(Section 4.1) and then introduce our rule-based packet
stream language (Section 4.2). We finally show how rules
are implemented and validated (Section 4.3).

4.1 Rule Extraction
A set of rules can be extracted from the text of a network
protocol specification. In many standards documents,
words such as “MUST” and “SHOULD” are used to express
requirements in the specification [5]. For example, “MUST”
(similarly to “REQUIRED” or “SHALL”) means that the
statement is an absolute requirement. We find that phrases
containing these words are good candidates for translation
into formal rules.
Consider how sentences containing such keywords can
be used to form rules. For example, we can find the following requirement related to the “Query ID”, which is used to
identify a particular query message and a header field of a
multicast DNS packet, in the RFC defining the mDNS network protocol [10]:
“In unicast response messages generated specifically in
response to a particular (unicast or multicast) query,
the Query ID MUST match the ID from the query
message.”
The requirement states how an mDNS daemon has to set
the Query ID in a response packet when answering using a
unicast packet. If the daemon does not follow this behaviour—for example, by selecting a random value for the ID
that does not match the ID from the query—the client may
ignore the response packet. Therefore this requirement is a
good candidate for translation into a rule.
Usually requirements to be included in protocol specifications address how to communicate with external network
entities and how to manage internal states such as cached
data, network parameters and protocol-specific data. Our
rules refer to externally observable aspects of packets,
thereby can be reused across different implementations of
the same protocol. But this means that not all phrases from
specifications can be translated into rules. For example, the
following requirement from the mDNS specification cannot
be described as a rule because it refers to internal state, i.e.,
registered services maintained by a daemon:
“A Multicast DNS Responder MUST NOT answer a
Multicast DNS Query if the answer it would give is
already included in the Answer Section [. . .]”

4.2 Rule-Based Packet Stream Language
Since our rule-based packet stream language is intended for
use by developers of network protocol implementations, it is
designed based on two requirements: expressiveness and ease
of integration with network protocols. In contrast to existing
pattern matching languages [39], it contains domain-specific
constructs to refer to packet header fields for specific network protocols. It also includes a set of operators and
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modifiers to express protocol-specific features such as ignoring packets that do not satisfy a given filter condition.
The language uses packet expressions of the following
form:
packet expression ¼ pktfSfilters g;
where pkt is a name given to the packet to be matched, and
Sfilters is a set of packet filter predicates. A packet filter predicate represents the possible values of the corresponding
fields in packets that match this filter. We introduced some
of the fields that are part of DNS and DHCP in Figs. 2 and 3,
respectively. The set of packet filter predicates are sequences of valid packet filters joined by the logical operators
AND/OR. If multiple fields with the same name exist, the
modifiers ANY and ALL specify that a predicate has to
match at least one or all fields, respectively. Nested field
names are separated by dots.
Rule operators. To describe a sequence of exchanged packets, packet expressions are composed using operators. Specificially, rule expressions can be built recursively using
three operators: next (;), union (j) and iteration (þ):
1)

2)
3)

The next operator p1;p2 detects the next occurrence
of packet p2 after p1, ignoring any intermediate
packets that do not satisfy the filter predicates for p2.
The union operator p1jp2 matches a choice of packets p1 or p2.
The iteration operator p +n detects n consecutive
packets p.

Variable binding. Using the variable binding operator @, fields
from previously detected packets can be stored and referenced
in subsequent filter expressions. If there exist a packet p that
previously occurred, a field name of the form @p.field refers to
the field name field of the previous packet p.
For example, the following rule shows how the variable
binding operator @ is used to refer to a specific field value:
1 queryfsrc ip !¼224:0:0:251 AND flag:QR ¼ 0x00 AND
questions !¼0x00g;
2 respfdst ip ¼ @query:src ip AND flag:QR ¼ 0x80 AND
id !¼@query:idg

Consider the packet filter of the query packet (line 1).
It matches a DNS query packet (flag.QR = 0x00) that is
not from the multicast IP address 244.0.0.251 and has
more than one question block (questions != 0x00).
The next operator (;) at the end of query ignores packets
that do not satisfy the packet filter predicates associated
with the resp packet.
In the resp packet filter (line 2), two variable bindings
are used—@query.src_ip and query.id. Both refer to
the value of the corresponding fields in the query packet.
In particular, @query.src_ip detects a packet response to
the source IP address of the query packet while query.id
discovers a packet that does not use the same ID as the
query packet.
Timeouts. It is important to reason about time when
describing packet sequences because many aspects of
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3)

4)

Fig. 7. Overview of checking interoperability for implementations under
test IUT-1 and IUT-2 of the same network protocol using SYMBEXNET.

network protocols are driven by timers. To describe timingrelated requirements, each packet contains a virtual field
called ts that represents the timestamp at which the packet
was received. For example,
ts > ¼ @query:ts þ 150
means that a rule matches a response packet with a timestamp that is 150 ms larger than that of the corresponding
query packet.

4.3 Rule Implementation and Validation
The rules derived from a protocol specification are validated using non-deterministic finite automata. We use an
approach that is similar to ones found in event processing
systems [39]. NFAs provide a mechanism for detecting complex event matches through the use of a high-level event
pattern language.
An NFA for a rule from our packet stream language
operates as follows. Each NFA state is assigned a name and
an input packet. All the outgoing edges of a state read that
input packet. Suppose that an automaton instance is in state
S with assigned packet p. Each edge, between states S and
T , is labelled with a pair hu; fi where u is a predicate, and f
is a transition function returning the next state T . Let a
packet e satisfy predicate uðp; eÞ. As a result, the NFA transitions non-deterministically to the next state T , as specified
by the transition function f and stores packet p in order to
refer back to its field values later. The rule has matched successfully after the NFA has reached an accepting state.

5

INTEROPERABILITY TESTING

This section introduces an interoperability testing methodology for network protocol implementations. Given two
implementations of the same network protocol, IOT performs four steps, as labeled in Fig. 7:
1)

2)

Creation of IOT rules. The first step is to derive IOT
rules for interoperability testing from a protocol
specification, which compare response packets from
different implementations.
Generation of test packets. To check the interoperability
between two implementations, IOT relies on a set of
high-coverage test input packets that can detect
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interoperability problems. These packets are generated
by applying SPE-SE and MPE-SE to each
implementation.
Cross-replay of test packets. The test packets generated
for each implementation are replayed on both implementations and all exchanged input and output
packets are recorded.
Interoperability checking. The recorded input and output packets are compared using the IOT rules from
step (1). For each divergent behaviour, IOT reports a
potential interoperability error.

5.1 Rule-Based Interoperability Checking
To perform interoperability checking, we extend the rulebased language with the ability to compare packets from
two different packet streams. Rules can include a stream
identifier that refers to a specific packet stream among multiple streams. A packet filter that is associated with a specific stream has a prefix S followed by the number of the
stream. For example, S1.p1.flags refers to the field flags
of packet p1 from stream S1. Packet filters without a
stream identifier are used as common filters, which are
applied to all streams, while packet filters with a stream
identifier are only used to select a packet from the stream
specified by the stream identifier.
Packet field comparison. Developers can build a set of IOT
rules that compare the value of each field in response packets and detect discrepancies. Such rules, however, may not
discover interoperability problems robustly because some
packet fields are permitted to have any value within an
acceptable range. For example, the DHCP specification permits the lease duration to vary between zero and infinity,
and administrators select a given value based on their policy. Therefore IOT rules permit to ignore such differences.
Interoperability decision criteria. For a test input packet p
sent to both implementations IUT-A and IUT-B, IOT reports
PASS as a result if both IUT-A and IUT-B generate no
response packet or equivalent response packets, and FAIL
otherwise. Equivalence between response packets is determined using the IOT rules created in step (1).

6

EVALUATION

The goal of the evaluation is to demonstrate the suitability
of SYMBEXNET as an efficient tool for finding implementation flaws in real-world network protocol implementations. We apply SYMBEXNET to five network protocol
implementations and show that it generates high quality
sequences of test packets to check the correctness of network protocol implementations, as well as their interoperability with other implementations.
This section is organised as follows. Section 6.1 describes
the objectives and methodology for evaluating SYMBEXNET,
and Section 6.2 discusses how we derived rules from protocol specifications. The environmental set-up used for the
experiments is described in Section 6.3. The experimental
results on single-packet exchange symbolic execution,
multi-packet exchange symbolic execution and interoperability testing are presented in Sections 6.4, 6.5, and 6.6,
respectively. Finally we discuss the detected violations in
Section 6.7.
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TABLE 1
Network Daemons Tested Using SYMBEXNET
Protocol

Daemon

Zeroconf

Avahi
Bonjour
JmDNS
isc-dhcp
udhcp

DHCP

# LOC

# Files

0.6.23
107.6
3.4.1
2.0
0.9.9-pre

7,000
7,900
2,000
3,000
1,200

31
10
9
15
12

6.1 Objectives and Methodology
We apply SYMBEXNET to network daemons implementing
the Zeroconf [10], [11] and the DHCP [14] specifications. A
system such as SYMBEXNET can be evaluated in terms of the
quality of generated test packets and its ability to detect
implementation bugs. To show the quality of test input
packets, we measure the source code coverage achieved
by the generated packets. The bug detection ability is evaluated by validating network protocol implementations
against their protocol specifications and detecting interoperability flaws.
The evaluation addresses the following questions:
1)
2)

3)
4)

How easy is it to use SYMBEXNET to derive packet
rules from protocol specifications? (Section 6.2)
Does SYMBEXNET generate effective test input packets
(or sequences) that achieve a broad and deep exploration of the program state space using symbolic execution? (Sections 6.4 and 6.5)
Does SYMBEXNET provide an effective way to check
interoperability of network daemons? (Section 6.6)
Does SYMBEXNET detect various types of non-trivial
implementation bugs? (Section 6.7)

The five network protocol implementations tested are
summarised in Table 1. We investigate three different
implementations of Zeroconf: Avahi 0.6.231, Apple’s Bonjour 107.62 and JmDNS 3.4.1.3 Avahi has about 7,000 lines
of code in 31 C files, and Bonjour has about 8,000 lines of
source code in 10 C files for its Linux version. JmDNS is a
Java implementation of Zeroconf, and currently the only
available Zeroconf server that can be used on the Android
platform. Since JmDNS is written in Java, we cannot run it
using SYMBEXNET but we use it for interoperability checking.
For DHCP, we use two different implementations:
udhcp 0.9.9-pre4 and ISC’s isc-dhcp 2.0.5 Both udhcp
and isc-dhcp are open-source DHCP implementations,
and their source code has been thoroughly tested. udhcp
has about 1,200 lines of code in 12 C files, and iscdhcp has about 3,000 lines of code in 15 C files.

6.2 Rule Derivation
We manually derived a set of rules from the specifications
of the Zeroconf and DHCP protocols by following the process described in Section 4.1. Our rule derivation for Zeroconf and DHCP resulted in a total of 25 and 29 rules,
1. http://www.avahi.org.
2. http://developer.apple.com/opensource.
3. http://jmdns.sourceforge.net/.
4. http://busybox.net.
5. http://www.isc.org/software/dhcp.
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TABLE 2
Rules Derived from Specifications

Version Language
C
C
Java
C
C

VOL. 40,

Zeroconf: 25 rules1

DHCP: 29 rules1

Keyword

# Total

# Translated

# Total

# Translated

MUST
MUST NOT
SHALL
(& NOT)
Others2

79
29
2

29
4
0

72
46
0

8
15
0

0

0

7

7

1
This number is smaller than the total number of translated rules, as some
rules are combined together.
2
These are phrases signifying absolute requirements but which don’t use any of
the keywords above.

respectively. In Table 2, we show the result of the rule derivation from the specifications of both protocols. After
becoming familiar with the process of developing rulebased specifications through the experience with the mDNS
specification, it took around 3-4 hours to analyse the DHCP
specification and to derive the DHCP packet rules.
Zeroconf. As explained in Section 2, the Zeroconf protocol
is defined in two specifications: multicast DNS and DNSbased Service Discovery. To obtain a set of packet rules, we
examined both specifications to find phrases that contain
the keywords from Section 4.1. As shown in Table 2, we
found 110 phrases: 79 phrases with a MUST keyword, 29
with MUST NOT and two with SHALL/SHALL NOT.
Not all of these phrases can be translated into rules—we
translated successfully 29 phrases based on MUST, four
phrases based on MUST NOT and none of the phrases with
SHALL/SHALL NOT. Some statements are purely informative
and some contain environmental requirements such as the
interfaces that must be supported. Any phrases referring to
the internal state of the daemon, such as the cache maintained by the Zeroconf daemon, have to be ignored. Finally
some phrases that are used to describe the same requirement
are combined into a single rule. In total, we obtained a specification with 25 rules based on 33 valid phrases.
DHCP. After following the same rule derivation procedure, we found 118 phrases in total (72 with MUST and 46
with MUST NOT), from which we created 23 rules. Most
untranslated phrases are related to requirements describing
the behaviour of DHCP clients. Since we do not check clients
but server implementations, any statements that are not
related to the DHCP daemon are ignored. While analysing
the specification, we found an additional seven phrases stating absolute requirements without the above keywords. Since
these phrases specify how the DHCP daemon must construct
response packets, we derived rules from these phrases too.

6.3 Experimental Set-Up
The general experimental set-up involves two nodes: a network daemon to be tested and a test client. We extend simple
clients written in C (for Zeroconf) and in Python (for DHCP)
with the ability to send regular mDNS/DHCP packets, as
well as manually crafted packets that instruct SYMBEXNET to
mark some fields as symbolic. To emulate a typical environment, the client registers six services with the daemon.
To control network traffic during test packet generation
and replay, all experiments are done as part of an isolated
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Fig. 8. Number of completed paths and generated test packets with various symbolic execution timeout values for Bonjour and udhcp with different numbers of symbolic fields.

test network. We configure the daemons to use the loopback (lo) interface under Linux, which ensures that they
receive only packets from an isolated network.
To validate the network daemon, SYMBEXNET captures all
network traffic generated by the daemon and clients during
the replay on the network interface. For this, SYMBEXNET
uses libpcap [28], a portable packet capture library.
We conduct all experiments on a 2.4 Ghz Intel Core 2 Duo
machine with 2 GB of RAM running 32-bit Ubuntu Linux.

6.4 Single-Packet Exchange Symbolic Execution
Next we describe the experiments that check stateless network protocol implementations using SPE-SE.
Test packet generation. As discussed in Section 3.2, an open
challenge is to decide how many fields to treat as symbolic.
Choosing too few fields may explore too little of the search
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space, but choosing too many (e.g., all) may result in too
many paths, most of which would refer to invalid packets
that are discarded early by an implementation. As a result,
we treat as symbolic, in turn, all combinations of fields, and
for each combination, run symbolic execution with a fixed
timeout. To determine an appropriate timeout value for
each protocol, we first try a subset of all possible combinations. In particular, we start by making only the first field of
a packet symbolic, and then progressively also make subsequent fields symbolic, until all fields are considered.
For the mDNS daemons, we start with the ID field as the
only symbolic field, run symbolic execution to generate input
test packets and then progressively mark more fields as symbolic, until all 12 fields in the DNS packet are symbolic. By
default, one test packet is generated for each path that is
explored. To avoid unnecessarily generating a large number of
packets, SYMBEXNET configures KLEE to generate only test packets for paths that cover new statements in the source code.
For each combination, we explore different timeout values for the symbolic execution. Fig. 8 shows, for Bonjour,
(a) the number of explored paths and (b) the number of generated test packets as we increase the number of symbolic
packet fields and use different timeout values. These results
show that a 50 s timeout value offers a good tradeoff
between running time and the number of generated test
packets. With a 10 s timeout, SYMBEXNET generates significantly fewer test packets. Increasing the timeout to one
hour, however, does not significantly increase the number
of generated packets (i.e., SYMBEXNET generates many more
paths but these do not cover additional lines of code).
Therefore we use a 50 s timeout value in all of our subsequent Bonjour and Avahi experiments.
We run similar experiments for the udhcp daemon, and
present our results in Figs. 8c and 8d. (Note that in some
cases, the non-determinism in KLEE leads to the generation
of slightly fewer packets for a longer timeout value.) Here
we find that a 500 s timeout value offers a good tradeoff
between the time needed and the number of generated
packets, which we therefore use in subsequent experiments.
Next we try all 4,095 possible combinations of symbolic
fields for multiple implementations of Zeroconf, with a 50 s
timeout. Comparing the number of generated test packets
for different packet field combinations helps us understand
how each packet field is handled by the implementation.
For Bonjour, SYMBEXNET generates 32,069 test packets with
a total execution time of around 22 hours, while for Avahi
34,047 test packets in around 31 hours.
For DHCP, we similarly try all 1,023 possible combinations, with a 500 s timeout. SYMBEXNET generates 16,777 test
packets in 26 hours for udhcp, and 14,271 test packets in 27
hours for isc-dhcp, with a 500 s timeout value.
For both Zeroconf and DHCP, the two daemons generate
similar numbers of test packets. This suggests that the daemons of the same protocol are, as expected, not that different in the way that they handle input packets.
Line coverage results. We use line coverage to measure the
quality of test packets generated by symbolic execution.
Coverage is measured by replaying the generated packets
under the gcov tool, which is part of the GNU GCC compiler suite [29]. We exclude library files from the coverage
measurements.
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TABLE 3
Line Coverage for the Daemons Using Randomly-Generated
Packets and SPE-SE
Daemon

# files

Total
LOC

Random
cov.

1
2
3
4

31
10
15
12

7K
7.9K
3K
1.2K

63%
48%
36%
60%

Avahi
Bonjour
isc-dhcp
udhcp

SPE-SE
# pkts
34,047
32,069
16,777
14,271

Cov.
75%
61.5%
67%
79%

Table 3 shows the line coverage results for the four daemons. As a baseline, we also compute for each daemon the
coverage of n packets randomly generated using the Distributed Internet Traffic Generator (D-ITG) [3], where n is set
to the same number of packets as generated by SYMBEXNET
(i.e., 32,069 for Bonjour, 34,047 for Avahi, 16,777 for
udhcp and 14,271 for isc-dhcp, respectively). The total
execution time is 12.3 hours for Bonjour, 13.1 hours for
Avahi, 4.6 hours for udhcp and 3.8 hours for isc-dhcp,
respectively.
We perform 10 such experimental runs for each daemon, and calculate the average coverage value. Since we
perform the random testing with a large number of packets, the average coverage value does not change across
runs. Furthermore, the same coverage is achieved even
when we compute the cumulative coverage for all 10
experiments (i.e., for a total of 10n random packets).
For Bonjour, the randomly-generated packets cover
48 percent of the code, while SymbexNet covers 61.5 percent. Note that, fundamentally, our test scenario cannot
cover 28 percent of the source code: in addition to DNS
response/request packets, the daemon accepts service registrations from DNS-SD clients, which are not explored symbolically in our experiments: about 15 percent of the source
code is used to handle such requests; another 13 percent
implements other features, such as cache maintenance and
name conflict resolution.
For Avahi, the coverage difference is similar: the randomly-generated tests achieve 63 percent coverage, while
SYMBEXNET achieves 75 percent. Around 22 percent of the
code cannot be covered in our test scenario.
For DHCP, SYMBEXNET generates test packets that cover
67 and 79 percent for isc-dhcp and udhcp, respectively,
while the randomly-generated packets only cover 36 and
60 percent, respectively. About 31 percent (isc-dhcp) and
16 percent (udhcp) of the source code cannot be covered
in our testing scenario because it relates to BOOTP packet
handling, static IP address allocation and unsupported
server configurations. Since isc-dhcp is larger, containing
additional features such as DNS lookup, SYMBEXNET
achieves lower source code coverage than for udhcp.
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6.5 Multi-Packet Exchange Symbolic Execution
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of multi-packet
exchange symbolic execution. Since MPE-SE is targeted
towards stateful network protocols, we focus our evaluation
on DHCP.
Test sequence generation. As described in Section 2, the
state machine of DHCP is built around the life cycle of a
dynamically assigned IP address between a DHCP client
and a daemon, and involves three input packets received by
the DHCP daemon from the client.
Consequently, we run both udhcp and isc-dhcp with
three symbolic DHCP input packets of size 548 bytes, the
maximum length of a DHCP packet. We use 120 mins
(udhcp) and 60 mins (isc-dhcp) as timeout values for
each MPE-SE round, respectively, in order to generate input
sequences within one day. With these timeout values,
udhcp and isc-dhcp generate a total of 286 and 595
unique test sequences, respectively.
Line coverage results. As a baseline, we measure the coverage achieved by a DHCP conformance test suite that checks
the functional correctness of the DHCP daemon [14], [48].
The test suite is rather minimal, but it checks that the daemon behaves correctly in the standard IP assignment scenario discussed in the DHCP specification.
To compare MPE-SE with SPE-SE, we also generate test
packets with an extended timeout value in the first round
and measure the coverage. We choose a timeout value of
16.9 hours—the same time used to perform MPE-SE on
three symbolic packets.
Table 4 shows the coverage results for the conformance
test, each MPE-SE round, and SPE-SE. The test packet
sequences generated after the second MPE-SE round
achieve higher line coverage than the sequences generated
after the first MPE-SE round. Since the daemons in our
experiments release the session after they receive the third
DHCPRELEASE packet, coverage between the second and
third round of MPE-SE does not increase.
The last column shows the combined coverage of all
SYMBEXNET experiments, which is greater than that of any
individual experiment. This means that our two symbolic
execution methods, MPE-SE and SPE-SE with longer execution times, can be effectively combined to achieve higher
overall coverage.
6.6 Interoperability Testing
Next we explore the effectiveness of SYMBEXNET for finding
interoperability issues between multiple implementations
of the same protocol. For this, we use the previously generated test packets from two implementations of Zeroconf
(Avahi and Bonjour) and DHCP (udhcp and isc-dhcp).
SYMBEXNET checks whether the daemons generate consistent response packets for a given set of test input packet.
Any deviations are reported as potential interoperability

TABLE 4
Line Coverage for the DHCP Daemons Using MPE-SE
Daemon
udhcp
isc-dhcp

Conform.test
67%
60%

1st MPE-SE
72%
69%

2nd MPE-SE
76%
71%

3rd MPE-SE
76%
71%

SPE-SE
76%
70%

Combined
79%
73%
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15

bugs. To eliminate false positives, a list of IOT rules are
derived from the protocol specifications (see Section 5). We
create 8 and 9 interoperability testing rules for Zeroconf and
DHCP, respectively.
Fig. 9a shows the results of interoperability checking for
the three Zeroconf daemons. The daemons ignore 60,066
test packets (out of 66,116) because the packets are malformed. As all daemons exhibit the same behaviour, these
cases do not incur interoperability problems. On the other
hand, there are several cases in which (1) only two of them
respond (Avahi/Bonjour: 1,529 packets; Avahi/JmDNS:
65 packets; Bonjour/JmDNS: 58 packets); and (2) only one
daemon responds (Avahi: one packet; Bonjour: six packets; JmDNS: 1,201 packets).
Fig. 9b shows the response behaviour of the two DHCP
daemons for all test input packets. Neither isc-dhcp nor
udhcp generate response packets for 25,206 test packets
(out of 31,048). There are 841 cases in which only isc-dhcp
responds, and six cases in which only udhcp responds.
Some of these inconsistent cases are caused by recommended requirements and ranges of field values from the
protocol specification. Using our packet rules for interoperability testing, we eliminate these inconsistencies and detect
25 genuine problems that indicate interoperability issues, as
described below.
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p
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Fig. 9. Venn diagrams with packet numbers when checking responses
for Zeroconf and DHCP.
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6.7 Discovered Implementation Errors
We summarise the detected bugs and classify them according to three classes based on the method that is used to discover them: generic bugs (GB), semantic bugs (SB) and
interoperability bugs (IB). These bugs are discovered using
generic error checks during symbolic execution (GB), rulebased analysis (SB) and interoperability testing (IB). Eleven

Bug Description
Vulnerability caused by source port number
zero
Generated wrong answer RR fields
Generated wrong additional RR fields
Response to a query with port number 5351
Source port 0 vulnerability
Incorrect behaviour for a query (non-zero
RCODE)
Missing records in query packets
Query with wrong additional RR is not
ignored
Incorrect response for a query with unknown
class
Missing desired behaviour for OPCODE
Wrong TTL value for PTR record
Wrong TTL value for TXT record
Wrong TTL value for SRV record
Response to a query with port number 5351
Query with non-zero response code is not
ignored
Query with server status request is not ignored
Query with non-authenticated flag is not
ignored
Query with wrong additional RR is not
ignored
Query with wrong answer RR is not ignored
Query with unknown class is not ignored
Generated wrong answer RR fields
Generated wrong additional RR fields
Out of bound ptr error (options.c at line 79)
Out of bound ptr error (options.c at line 94)
Out of bound ptr error (options.c at line 99)
Out of bound ptr error (options.c at line
111)
Four bytes read overflow (dhcpd.c at line
213)
Four bytes read overflow (dhcpd.c at line
214)
Out of bound ptr error (dhcpd.c at line 319)
Out of bound ptr error (serverpacket.c at
line 113)
Out of bound ptr error (serverpacket.c at
line 119)
Failed to send DHCPOFFER to gateway server
Incorrectly generated DHCPOFFER
Incorrectly ignored DHCPREQUEST
Incorrect response to unicast address
Out of bound pointer error (conflex.c at line
114)
Out of bound pointer error (dhcp.c at line
205)
Missing requirement for the broadcast bit
Incorrect response to broadcast address
There are 14 shared bugs

of the detected bugs using packet rules are also detected by
interoperability testing.
As shown in the last row of Table 5, SYMBEXNET detects 39
unique bugs in the five tested network daemons. Most of
these bugs have been confirmed and fixed by the developers.
More specifically, SYMBEXNET detects four bugs in Avahi, 4
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bugs in Bonjour, 14 bugs in JmDNS, 13 bugs in udhcp and
four bugs in isc-dhcp. The table provides a complete list of
all detected bugs for each bug class with their descriptions.
We discuss one error of each type below.
Violation 1 (Generic bug): Vulnerability caused by source port
number zero. When SYMBEXNET marks the source port field as
symbolic, it generates test packets with the following four
values: 0, 2, 5,351 and 5,353. All these port numbers are
used as well-known ports—e.g., port 5353 is assigned to
mDNS. According to the mDNS specification, a query must
be sent as a multicast packet from port 5353 or as a unicast
packet from a random port number. If the source port in a
received query is not 5353, the daemon should consider the
packet to be a unicast query and generate a conventional
unicast response, for example, by repeating the query ID
and sending a response to that source port. Therefore we
expect the daemons to reply with a response packet to all
port numbers without errors. However, we detect abort
errors in Bonjour and Avahi. Both errors are caused by
the source port number of a query packet.
When a packet with source port 0 is received, the daemons abort due to an assert statement violation. Therefore sending a crafted packet to a multicast address
(224.0.0.251) terminates all Bonjour daemons in the network that have an answer to the query. Such a packet also
aborts Avahi daemons. This occurs regardless of the existence of a response packet because the assertion is located
in a function that handles any received packets.
We have reported this bug to Apple who confirmed it.
The latest version of Bonjour as of this writing (version
320.5.1) does not exhibit the problem any more. The bug in
Avahi was detected by the developers, and a patch was
applied to version 0.6.28.
Violation 2 (Semantic bug): Incorrect response for unknown
record class. When a Zeroconf daemon receives a query
packet asking for a specific service, it must compare three
values (name, type and class) against its records. The
daemon only responds to a query packet when it has a
record with the same values for all three fields. This requirement is stated in the specification:
“The record name must match the question name, the
record rrtype must match the question qtype unless the
qtype is ANY (255) or the rrtype is CNAME (5), and
the record rrclass must match the question qclass unless
the qclass is ANY (255)” [10].
From this statement, we derive the following rule:
1 query{src_port != 5353 AND dst_port = 5353 AND flag.
QR = 0x00} ;
2 resp {dst_port = @query.src_port AND flag.QR = 0x80
AND data.answer(class != ’ANY’ AND class !=
@query.question.class)}

The class field states the value of services that define the
protocol type. The normal value is ”IN”, which refers to the
Internet protocol. When SYMBEXNET marks the class field
as symbolic, we obtain the following two test packets: ”IN”
(Internet) and ”0x00” (unknown type). Both Bonjour and
Avahi respond only to the query with class value ”IN”,
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which is the correct behaviour. JmDNS, however, incorrectly
sends a response even when it receives a query with an
unknown class value. This can give incorrect service information to clients, which may in turn send further unnecessary queries.
Violation 3 (Interoperability bug): Incorrect response to broadcast address. The DHCP specification states the following
about responding to unicast addresses:
“If the broadcast bit is not set and ‘giaddr’ is zero and
‘ciaddr’ is zero, then the server unicasts DHCPOFFER
and DHCPACK messages to the client’s hardware
address and ‘yiaddr’ address.” [14]
SYMBEXNET generates a test DHCPDISCOVER packet with
both giaddr and ciaddr addresses set to zero and the
broadcast bit not set. In this case, the server receiving this
DHCPDISCOVER packet is supposed to respond with a
DHCPOFFER message to the client’s hardware address and
yiaddr address. However, when the isc-dhcp daemon
receives such a test packet, it responds incorrectly with a
DHCPOFFER message to the broadcast address
255.255.255.255. In contrast, the udhcp daemon correctly sends a DHCPOFFER message to the client’s hardware
address and yiaddr address.

7

RELATED WORK

To reason about the correctness of network protocols, prior
work has employed a variety of program analysis techniques, such as model checking [15], [21], [35], [41], [43], static
analysis [16], [46], [49], theorem proving [50], and refinement checking [2].
While some of these techniques can provide formal correctness guarantees, they typically require substantial
manual effort (e.g., building an abstract model in model
checking or guiding a theorem prover) or have false positives (e.g., due to imprecision in static analysis). In contrast, our packet matching rules are a lightweight
approach for formally specifying network protocol behaviour. They permit symbolic execution to reason precisely
about the actual implementations of a network protocol
without false positives (but can only make guarantees
about the paths that are explored).
Symbolic execution was used in the past to check network server implementations [8], but this considered only
single input packets and focused on generic errors, ignoring protocol semantics. In the context of distributed protocols, symbolic execution was used to find semantic bugs
via distributed assertions [38], which are extensions of
standard C-like assertions that are added at the code level
to check predicates on distributed node states. Instead our
RFC-derived rules are designed to be independent of the
implementation, operating at the level of input/output
packet streams.
The idea of mixing concrete and symbolic execution was
explored in prior work, e.g. by combining symbolic execution with random testing [32] or with well-formed inputs
[18], including entire manual test suites [22], [34]. This is
similar to our MPE-SE approach—it exploits the advantages
of mixing concrete and symbolic execution, targeting stateful network protocols.
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Interoperability testing is an established technique in the
context of network protocols [19], [23], [26], [31], [40], [47].
SYMBEXNET enhances interoperability testing by exploiting
high-coverage test cases derived via symbolic execution
and employing rules to remove false positives.
Rule-based analysis has seen adoption for the validation of
network protocol implementations and the detection of
intrusions and vulnerabilities [24], [37]. Tools such as Pistachio [46] define network rules, which describe what should
happen when an implementation receives a packet, as
derived from a specification. Such systems bridge the gap
between specifications and implementations, but they
achieve only low code coverage and struggle to detect rare
errors because their rules are limited to single-packet
exchanges. SYMBEXNET uses symbolic execution to increase
code coverage and provides a rule-based packet stream language. While Pistachio’s language could be used with
SYMBEXNET, our packet rules can describe more complex
sequences of packets compared to Pistachio’s single input/
output patterns. Furthermore SYMBEXNET can detect interoperability problems, which is not supported by other
approaches including Pistachio.
Event processing systems can detect complex event patterns using pattern matching techniques, e.g. state automata
[6] or event trees [33]. They use high-level query languages
that are designed to support event pattern matching. In
these systems, NFAs are the most widely used method to
implement queries for detecting occurrences of specific patterns. As they provide sufficient expressiveness for detecting complex sequences, we also use NFAs to find violations
in packet rules. Our rule-based packet stream language is
similar to the one used by the NextCEP system [39] but is
extended with primitives suitable for describing network
packet exchange patterns.

eliminate such ambiguities. Since rules only need to be
extracted from a specification once, this can be done by
domain experts who can resolve ambiguities correctly. For
example, we believe that a large part of current RFCs could
be written in such a form, enabling the use of automated
techniques such as SYMBEXNET.
We generated test packets from both Avahi and
Bonjour and replayed them against the JmDNS daemon,
which resulted in the discovery of a range of violations. SYMBEXNET can thus be used to check network implementations
whose source code is not available, as long as appropriate
test packets have been generated by other implementations
of the same network protocol. When networks run legacy
daemons without available source code, such a behavioural
checking technique that does not depend on source code
can be a practical solution.
Unlike stateless network protocol implementations,
stateful implementations that exchange a series of packets
to perform a task are more difficult to check. MPE-SE, our
approach for performing symbolic execution repeatedly on
selected symbolic inputs, allows stateful implementations
to reach deep execution paths that can only be explored
after exchanging a sequence of specifically ordered packets.
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CONCLUSIONS

We described SYMBEXNET, a practical approach for checking
network protocol implementations. It uses packet rules
derived from protocol specifications and input packets generated using symbolic execution to discover violations in
real-world network daemon implementations as well as
interoperability problems. To explore complex sequences of
packet exchanges, SYMBEXNET uses an exploration technique
(MPE-SE) that repeatedly performs symbolic execution on
selected test packets. To check interoperability, it observes
behavioural differences between implementations of the
same network protocol.
We implemented SYMBEXNET and validated it on multiple
implementations of two network protocols: Zeroconf and
DHCP. SYMBEXNET successfully detected a total of 39 nontrivial errors in the evaluated implementations, most of
which have been confirmed and fixed by developers.
Our experience with SYMBEXNET has yielded several
insights. Many of the detected violations are caused by different interpretations of the same specification. Since ambiguities may lead to problems such as incorrect
functionality, interoperability errors and security vulnerabilities, it is important to eliminate and detect them from
specifications and implementations. By translating textual
specifications such as RFCs into rule-based ones, one can
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